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The moral injury of the Fall of Afghanistan has affected thousands of United States veterans - Moral Compass Federation is

their safe outlet. We serve as a nexus to support veterans and advocate for those left behind. The Federation collaborates

among Special Operations organizations to safeguard and evacuate our Afghan partners from Taliban rule.

The Special Operations
community has come
together to form The

Moral Compass
Federation. While other
consortiums exist, we

believe our decades of
military and diplomatic

experience in
Afghanistan uniquely

qualify us to advocate for
our partners most

effectively. 

MORAL COMPASS
F E D E R A T I O N
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LEARN MORE: SOAA.ORG/AFGHANISTAN

T O T A L  I N D I V I D U A L S :  3 3 , 3 5 1

Military
Affiliated

Dependents
Women & Children

At-Risk
Individuals

Advocate
We seek to protect the

Afghans who protected us
- we trained, fought
alongside, and built

friendships with them.
When the United States

came calling with a
promise of a brighter and

safer future for
Afghanistan, these were
the people who stepped

forward to build upon the
dream we inspired.

Community
As official evacuation

efforts have stagnated, it
has become more critical

than ever for us to
combine resources for
providing life-saving

humanitarian support to
our Afghan allies. At the

same time, we continue to
negotiate their

immigration and
resettlement in the United

States. 

Support
The United States selected
us to serve in its Special

Operations & Special
Operational Forces

because we are among
the most committed
Americans. Today, we

recommit our efforts to
uphold the promises

made to our Afghan allies. 

Partner
The Moral Compass

Federation is focused on
solutions to assist our

Afghan counterparts -- from
ensuring those who have a
legal pathway to the United

States are evacuated to
working with host nations

for permanent
resettlement, so they are
ready for extraction when

the time comes.

Evacuate

Other
Populations

*Totals tracked among Federation organizations. 
Subject to change, current as of January 2022.
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THE FEDERATION IS TRACKING 120 AMCITS & LPRS 
WHO REMAIN TRAPPED IN AFGHANISTAN


